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Abstract: Drawing on digital identity theories, social software engineering theory (SSE), and the
Privacy Safeguard (PriS) methodology, we examined the way that personal information uploaded
on social media (SM) imposes privacy issues. Throughout a review on users’ self-representation on
SM, we examined the impact of self-determination and self-disclosure on users’ privacy, and we
identified the social attributes (SA) that cause privacy implications. This paper specifies 18 SA that
users employ to achieve their optimal level of representation while summarizing possible ways that
these attributes provoke users’ identification. In particular, our research has shown that SM users
represent their personas by unveiling SA to construct popular, representative, and conversational
profiles. As disclosing SA increases privacy implications, we intend to help users build profiles
that respect their privacy. Examining users’ SA deepens our understanding of disclosing personal
information on SM while leading to a better quantification of identity attributes; furthermore, users’
top five most revealing attributes were summarized. Considering that SSE addresses users’ privacy
implications from an early stage of systems designing, our research, identifying the SA, will be helpful
in addressing privacy from a socio-technical aspect, aiming at bridging the socio-technical gap by
drawing designers’ attention to users’ social aspects.
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1. Introduction
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The cloud helps users around the world store and access their content online. Despite
the obvious benefits, using cloud services also points towards a better understanding of the
reciprocal relationships between its main components, namely human and social aspects,
and IoT (Internet of Things), as privacy and security issues were put under meticulous
analysis due to the huge amount of data stored. As social cloud systems enable numerous
organizations to offer services through social media networks because of the benefits
provided by several functions, such as authentication [1], social cloud computing, or peerto-peer social cloud computing, which use cloud services in ways that enable verification
through a reputation system or a social network [2]. Therefore, social media represent a
core part of cloud computing as they employ Internet of Cloud services while being utilized
by users whose online behavior is tuned by their social attributes.
New privacy implications on social media (SM) arise [3] because SM combine technical
characteristics (users’ engagement in the online realm), while they interplay with disclosing
and protecting users’ SA. Users’ SA should remain available on users’ accounts to warranty
proper social communications, while the amount and type of personal information should
be examined from a privacy preservation spectrum [4].
Privacy is perceived as a “multifaceted concept” [5] (p. 1), including social aspects.
Therefore, an interdisciplinary approach is needed, considering psychological, social, and
cultural aspects [6]. Due to these aspects, software designers face challenges to protect
users’ privacy to determine when, how, and what information is disclosed on SM.
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Social aspects are considered an integral part when designing privacy-aware information systems in social software engineering (SSE). Thus, the main principles of SSE
are essential for setting the principles for protecting users’ privacy from an early stage of
the system’s designing [7,8]. Various implications may be addressed in the early stages,
i.e., adjusting and implementing socially aware privacy requirements to handle users’
privacy in an interdisciplinary manner. This principle is compatible with the principles of
the EU Regulation (GDPR), which roughly describes two privacy principles: privacy by
design (incorporate privacy requirements from an early stage of system designing) and
privacy by default (impose strict privacy regulations to a system by default rather than
more lenient ones).
Researchers should focus on identifying the social aspects that can target users’ identities when disclosed on SM to properly assist developers when designing privacy-aware
information systems. Networking platforms have drawn users’ and researchers’ attention
on the basis of implications and patterns to deal with information disclosure [9]. This
paper intends to examine privacy issues in relation to users’ SA [8,10], as they provide
information about user’s identification [4] with potentially harmful effects for the user [3].
This paper investigates the SA, which through the processes of self-determination and
self-disclosure can lead to users’ identification. We focus on the way that self-determination
and self-disclosure function while users represent themselves in the online sphere, and the
way that users’ representation may impose privacy implications because of identification
or targeting issues. Bridging the socio-technical gap between social attribute disclosure
and privacy requirements requires a detailed quantification of the respective SA to design
privacy-aware information systems. The list of the eighteen attributes shall point towards
this direction. Our research is based on the principles of SSE, focusing on the social aspects
of computer engineering, in the field of non-functional requirements. The domain of our
research is social media networks, as we draw on SM for all the examples of the paper.
More specifically, after the introduction, there is a short analysis of digital identity
and possible privacy implications on SM. Section 3 discusses the role of self-determination
and self-disclosure on the representation of users’ personas online. Section 4 reviews users’
SA, drawing on previous bibliography. Section 5 presents the relationship among social
domains, attributes, and variables in the process of user identification. The last section
concludes the paper while making final remarks.
2. Digital Identity and Privacy Implications on Social Media
2.1. Digital Identity and Social Aspects
Digital identity’s definition is one of the most intriguing definitions in social sciences [11–14]. SI became even more interesting, since identity was filtered through the
internet layer to become digital or online identity [15,16]. Different notions have merged
together, as digital representations tend to resemble the very true self of each user [15,17].
Traditional space and time have merged, creating digital stages (combinations of place
and time) via continuously logged-into web devices [13,18]. Understanding SI through its
main characteristics, namely complexity, multiplicity, permeability, and overlapping [19,20],
can be seen as Anthony Giddens underscored, as a ”project”: as an ongoing, endless process
of the construction of an individual’s persona [19] due to environmental and societal
influences [13].
The deconstructive theory and poststructuralist notions of bricolage are also part of
users’ activities and performances online [15]. This is the rationale that we are borrowing
and implementing in our paper when talking about users’ Faces and the way that users
employ different Faces to perform under distinct social circumstances (Frame, Time, Stage)
when complying with the respective social norms implied by the context [21,22]. Social
norms are important notions of the states of privacy [23] because they are parallel to the
notion of the reserve (the practice of mental distancing from close relationships when
needed). Tracking social norms may provoke identification when regenerated to track
user’s online patterns and expected ways of behavior by third parties [24,25].
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Different Faces or expected ways of behavior should be disclosed by the users themselves as they are expected by other users. “Faces are a kind of social user’s manual” [26]
(p. 18) which enable human interaction. Alternative or synonymous versions for signifying
the representation of the user’s Face can be “Identities”, “Selves”, or “Versions”. These
variations of the individual, as different realizations of his or her persona, function in
unique “timeframes”, meaning specific time-spaces or periods of time [13,19,26]. Minor
differentiations in time might imply additional space variations, which intensify the necessity for adopting different “Faces” to function properly in specific contexts (conventional or
digital) or around the clock.
Identity management, on the other hand, discusses what should remain hidden on
behalf of the users. In this regard, several systems, anonymization techniques, and privacyenhancing technologies have been developed and multiplied for managing identity, access
control, and ensuring privacy [27–29] such as OpenID, PKI, SAML, Virtual Private Networks, DNS Security Extension, and Private Information Retrieval. These would typically
support users’ de-identification; thus, a universal identity management standard is not
yet embraced [28]. Developers usually design and deploy centralized systems that enable
users’ information linkability among devices and services, risking their identification [30].
This occurs because identity management is addressed as a technical issue concerning only
users’ verification, authorization, and roles within the systems and services. However,
identity within the cloud is a broader notion, including many types of information and
representations of a user such as legal and digital representations and attributes inferred
from usage or behavioral data [28] and, therefore, cannot be addressed from a technical
view only. Considering this, it is the notion of Face, drawn from SI Theory, which determines users’ behaviors and representation, leading to users’ disclosed attributes, while
identity management imposes what kind of information should remain hidden under a
technical aspect. For example, gender through the LGBDQ+ community is analyzed in
how university students employ social media applications for identity management. Social
factors manifest the way the students express the multiplicity of their identities as far as
self-censorship is concerned [31]. Another important aspect in addition to gender is the
way young people manage their online and offline privacy concerns, formulating proper
privacy education and identity management [32]. Online and offline are considered continuous in the sense that sharing friends and using mobile devices blurs the limits between
the two [32]. As authors argue in [33], combining users’ information can lower users’
trust, leading to suppressing personal identity attributes on behalf of the user; researchers
propose that users’ control on identity management will be of benefit. The use of digital
identity signifies users’ attempts to represent themselves with valid identity information
to communicate with other “real” users while online [13,34]. Using enormous amounts of
information creates a lenient stance towards disclosing their real identity. Real identity as a
synonym to digital identity has also been discussed by previous research [34,35], signifying
that there is no difference between the real, offline, and online social representations of
the user. Performing as postmodern online subjects, we draw on Marwick’s point on the
deconstruction of the “online” and “offline identity” binary in our everyday practice. Her
main arguments lie in showing that users log in to SM both in “real-life contexts” and
ubiquitously via wireless portable devices [13].
Digital identities are conversational ones, or as Papacharissi (2012) has defined them,
“networked selves”, which facilitate communication by blurring private and public lives [36],
while turning part of users’ privacy into entertainment content to be consumed as “extimacy” for entertainment purposes [20,24]. Hinton and Hjort’s “intimacy online” is users’
need to project everyday moments to construct their online identity [18]. Despite users’
tendency to build realistic representations of their identity, there is a tendency towards
an idealized representation of themselves through selecting content in reference to their
context or audience [34].
Rodota stresses that “In the past identity was defined by the words ‘I am what I say
I am’, but today ‘I am what Google says I am’” [37]. Online privacy has acquired a new
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meaning, as it is “one of the major concerns when publishing or sharing social network
data” [38] (p. 1). Identity is perceived as a social “product”, which is supposed to be
“shaped” and “shared” by the users themselves along with what their friends’ network
narrates about them [36,39].
2.2. Privacy Implications and the Privacy Paradox
The repetitive posting trend of photographs on SM drew researchers’ attention due to
the huge amount of personal and/or sensitive information revealed [34]. Users’ persistent
engagement on SM tends to cultivate “more lenient privacy attitudes and beliefs” [40] (p. 4).
“Users’ dilemma”, [34] or the privacy paradox, as it is widely known [16,41,42], should be
considered as users waffle between their privacy concerns and their need to build popular,
representative, and conversational profiles [16,34,43–48].
Photographs unveil details about “babyfaces, credit cards, phone numbers, social security cards, house keys and other personally identifiable information” [3] (p. 1) which will
not be removed even after deleting the content [3,49,50] or the account. Implications related
to photographs are referred to as “visual privacy leaks” and may harm users’ financial or
personal lives. Sharing the same content across SM can facilitate users’ identification [3,13].
Marwick’s “context collapse” raises privacy implications by discussing the revelation
of users’ content to unwanted audiences [51]. This revelation hints at social surveillance and
surveillance technologies, as far as online social habits of networking are concerned [52].
Bigger audiences than originally intended, or false presuppositions of one’s online audience,
may lead to self-disclosing to unwanted social groups [15,16,53]. “Today, almost everyone’s
digital profile is looked at by employers, banks, family, friends and future significant others,
educators, and hackers” [54], imposing implications regarding social surveillance through
“context” or “time collapse”. Marwick’s notion of “time collapse” [55–59] signifies the
consistent omnipresence of digital traces of users’ identity through time. As stated in J. D.
Lasica’s remark, “our pasts are becoming etched like a tattoo into our digital skins” [55]
(p. 2). Time collapse is readopted by Raynes Goldie, who underlines that “Facebook makes
things that should just have happened in passing totally permanent and public” [60] (p. 11).
Privacy is “a prerequisite for being included in the participation society” [17]. It should
be warrantied as an individual right and a public good in our digital society to ensure
freedom of speech in the electronic sphere [11]. Privacy and freedom are closely associated
with the European perception of the “right to be left alone”, one of the fundamental rights
and freedoms protected by the right of data protection in the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the EU [17].
Focusing on the role of self-determination and self-disclosure as users’ unveiling
mechanisms on SM can help researchers examine users’ representations while managing
privacy implications online.
3. The Role of Self-Determination and Self-Disclosure in Users’ Privacy
3.1. Privacy and Self-Determination
One of the most intriguing approaches on self-determination was provided by Westin
long before the era of SM. In his work, he prophetically described the challenging future of
the USA in regard to privacy issues [61]: the astonishingly high number of self-revelations
in which many on the internet engage, especially among the young generation, point
towards a “let it all hang out” philosophy” [61] (p. 20). This extract can also describe
today’s reality in most parts of the Western world, irrespective of the country of origin,
because of the similarities among the sociopolitical systems of the Western world [6].
Debatin defines self-determination in privacy as a “moral principle and right” that enables
users to control their disclosures; it is “a basic positive moral and legal principle of privacy
protection” [62] (p. 51).
Users tend to blur the notions of self-determination and authenticity. Authenticity has
been analyzed as an equivalent to self-determination and an expression of the so-called
“true-self” or “core-self” [62]. It is defined as “the unobstructed operation of one’s true-
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or core-self in one’s daily enterprise” [62] (p. 73). Extending self-determination to signify
authenticity in one’s public profile further supports the deconstruction of the privacy
paradox from a psychological point of view. Authenticity is also seen as the main reason
for users to disclose their real name [15] along with the reason for the success of some of
the most prevailing networking sites today. The installation of location-based services in
mobile devices has made real-time updating of profiles and “instaposting” a way of life
for young people, especially for a generation that has made use of these applications long
before their adulthood, to exchange information between pairs of people, groups, or among
individuals and organizations [12].
Westin’s multifaceted definition describes four states of privacy, namely solitude,
intimacy, anonymity, and reserve [6,23]. This is one’s need for privacy and may be read
as the “balance between a desire for disclosure and social participation and a desire for
withdrawal into one of the ’states‘ of privacy” [23] (p. 1). When the balance is optimized,
a user may experience the optimal level of privacy between his or her social exchanges,
self-disclosure, and the right to be left alone [16]. Privacy is dynamic (adaptive notion) and
non-monotonic (different levels of granularity) [6]. Individual privacy (states of privacy)
refers to the constantly changing nature of users’ needs [61]. Users tend to function in the
entire spectrum, alternating from the right to be left alone to posting personal information
constantly [16].
Self-determination and privacy warranty the protection of users’ Faces from content
collapse [62]. This definition supports our claim that changing contexts require the presence
of different social roles, Faces, in different stages (place and time). The notion of Face is
drawn from sociology theories and was used in the previous section to signify the expected
way in which an individual should normally function in each context. For example, when
an individual is present at work, they are expected to carry on in their encounters while
wearing the Face of the employee.
3.2. Privacy and Self-Disclosure
Self-disclosing parts of users’ identities impose additional privacy implications to
the ones already in place due to potential online threats. Self-disclosure is the practice
of intentionally unveiling personal information about one’s identity to another person or
an audience; therefore, it is directly related to privacy [62]. A user’s true-self is revealed
through self-disclosure: the process that makes the self of one user known to others through
any online message [16]. Self-disclosure could be perceived as a contradicting notion to
privacy, given that it reveals users’ personal information as if they are in a constant battle
between what users want to reveal and what they want to conceal [16,53,62].
Self-disclosure is necessary to guarantee successful interactions as a tool for ”selective
control of access to the self” [16] (p. 2), determining what is visible to whom and when. It
is a prerequisite for establishing social relationships and a necessary step towards building
trust and creating social proximity among individuals [12].
Despite users’ needs for representation, managing their privacy is also important.
Users’ management and setting of boundaries are some of their options for limiting one’s
access. However, even when measures are taken, the content will be available to the
user’s “Friends” eternally, raising long-term consequences. SM Friends blur the notion
of proximity between people, as they signify a wide range of social relationships, from
relatives and close friends to colleagues and acquaintances. This vagueness fluctuates the
number of Friends from a few to many hundreds [53,62]. Thus, users may be unaware of
their actual self-disclosure on SM because of spontaneous or unconscious communication
with their close friends which can easily be susceptible to third parties.
Setting boundaries and managing one’s self-disclosure options can represent users’
needs in establishing different types of relationships and control of the repercussions
of context and time collapse. As privacy is a dynamic process that requires constant
adjustments depending on users’ changing needs, managing one’s self-disclosure options
may prove valuable when handling privacy implications. Privacy is not “as a process
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of retreat”, but an effort to accomplish “different degrees of self-disclosure in different
situations” [62] (p. 150).
Uncontrollable self-disclosure, unmediated social interactions, and unstoppable sharing of identity traits have been included in the term “digital crowding”, which triggers
potential threats [62]. Apart from the inherent danger when someone discloses too much
information about oneself, drawing on the principles of SI Theory, we add the dangers
related to the overlapping of social spheres and users’ inability to wear the right Face in the
right Stage [21]. Audience diversity can perplex users when handling opposing audiences
at the same time [53].
Self-determination and self-disclosure are two distinct notions, yet they can be strongly
interrelated. Self-disclosure is presupposed as a means for transmitting users’ private
information, controlling who will be allowed in and what type of information will be
accessible. Self-determination or self-representation refers to the way this information will
be handled and consumed.
Having discussed two crucial notions of digital identity and their implications when
managing users’ personas, we draw on previous research to proceed in labeling the social
aspects which could be beneficial in quantifying the social parameter in the domain of SM.
4. Revealing Social Attributes: A Review
To protect users’ privacy when designing privacy-aware information systems, we
should explore users’ SA. Users disclose different characteristics and layers of granularity
because of their different perceptions of privacy. Accordingly, researchers often refer to
personalized privacy requirements to address this need [63]. To determine users’ SA on
SM, we conducted a review to list the SA that, to the best of our knowledge, users disclose
while posting online. These attributes provide the necessary background for designing
measuring scales appropriate for examining users’ digital identities.
We have screened a total number of 1,724,450 papers in our review. Keywords,
such as digital identity, social media, social attributes, users’ self-representation, and
users’ identification, were extracted from Google Scholar, Scopus, IEEE, ScienceDirect, and
Semantic Scholar from 2001 to 2021. The aim of this study was to identify articles that
examine users’ concerns, users’ privacy risks, or strategies from a socially oriented approach
to ensure that we extracted SA that were not necessarily in previous research regarding
social and location attributes, drawing on the Privacy Safeguard (PriS) methodology [5].
Location was added as an integral part of users’ representation on SM. Researchers included
only articles which combined social identity, location, and privacy theories on social media
in order to include only papers which matched the interdisciplinary approach of the study.
Table 1 presents the criteria applied during the exclusion process.
Table 1. Exclusion Criteria.
Exclusion Criteria
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Studies discussing users’ characteristics using social theories exclusively
Studies discussing users’ characteristics using location theories exclusively
Studies discussing users’ characteristics using privacy theories exclusively
Studies combining socio-location characteristics without privacy concepts
Studies combining privacy concepts and social characteristics without location theories on
social media
Studies not proposing possible solutions for quantifying the relevant information for future
research
Studies not accessible in full text
Studies not written in English

More precisely, the aim in this paper was to examine users’ social attributes, drawing
on social and privacy concepts in a way that could lead to possible quantifications of the
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Users tend to maintain profiles in different applications, such as Facebook, Twitter,
and YouTube; sometimes, they choose to link them with other SM applications, such as
Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Tumblr, MySpace, Grindr, Tinder, Snapchat, Flickr, or
CouchSurfing [18,65], or with Skype, online shopping or banking, their eBay account, or
potential online doctors’ appointments [35]. Users establish connections among different
SA of their digital identity as they update their profile information while posting and commenting online [40]. Linking users’ profiles creates an ecosystem in which they maintain
the same “username and basic information” to promote self-representation on SM [13].
Establishing connections triggers privacy implications due to users’ identification
through different platforms. Time is also significant, as underage students share personal
information that shall remain available throughout their adulthood. Arguably, the average student will have already created a digital identity when entering college through
information disclosure from Google, Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Instagram, Microsoft, and
Twitter [54].
The shared information can include opinions, personal experiences, thoughts, feelings,
fears, concerns, and knowledge, but more often than not, users’ full names, contact information, and private photos are going to be “digitally stored and therefore persistent, replicable,
scalable and searchable as well as shareable” [16] (p. 1). Possible threats imposed by the
amount of personal information can be filtered through users’ prior mobile experience and
awareness of the content of their posts [66].
Having completed the review on identity attributes, we will proceed in discussing our
findings and establishing relationships among general domains, attributes, and variables
of users’ digital identities.
5. Discussion
5.1. Domains, Attributes, and Variables
After listing the 18 SA that, to the best of our knowledge, users share to represent
themselves, we investigated the ones which can disclose the SI principles according to SI
Theory [4,10,19,26], already examined in our previous research, regarding the methodology
of the categorization of the social domains. The notions of Face, Frame, Stage, Time, and
Activity or Performance were introduced and explained in [21,67]; in this paper, they
are linked to the notions of social determination and disclosure to draw the interrelations
among social domains, attributes, and variables in a way that can benefit our understanding
when designing privacy-aware systems.
SA are categorized based on the general domains of SI which function as umbrella
terms. Face can be disclosed through a user’s name or surname, nickname, profile picture,
gender, age, address or place of residence, education, affiliation, or job. Additional attributes can be drawn from a user’s personal website, friend network, national or religious
identity, class or income, or groups of interests and hobbies. Disclosing a user’s photograph,
address, place of residence, contact information, affiliations, job, friend network, national
identity, or groups of interests can prove descriptive of their place of presence too. Moreover, time can be disclosed via SA on SM through photographs, education, affiliations, jobs,
users’ websites, and groups of interests. Furthermore, the Stage represents the combination
of Frame and Time, so it sums up the total of the aforementioned attributes. Nicknames,
photographs, education, affiliations, jobs, users’ personal websites, friend networks, national or religious identities, class, income, political orientation, or groups of interest and
hobbies can reveal information about a user’s Activity or Performance.
Table 2 combines the 5 general domains of SI and the 18 SA. Face discloses information
on who users are, Frame is descriptive of Place, and Time refers to the attribute of when an
action took place. Stage conveys information on both Place and Time, while Activity or
Performance deals with information about what kind of actions the user performed.
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Table 2. Social Identity Domains and Social Attributes on Social Media.
SI Domains

SA on SM

Face
Frame
Time
Stage
Activity or Performance

1–6, 8–18
3, 7–11, 13–14, 17–18
3, 10–11, 12, 18
3, 7–14, 18
2–3, 10–18

After the initial categorization, each of the SA on SM were examined, while possible
explanations for disclosing attributes were discussed. Face can be disclosed through almost
all SA. The most common practice for a user is to share his or her real name. Additionally,
users may opt for a nickname as a SM username representation. In that case, even the fonts
and pseudonyms of the users can represent parts of their identity to visualize representations of themselves while distinguishing themselves from others [13,34,39,46,47,60,68–70].
Nicknames can potentially reveal a user’s Activity or Performance (MusicLover).
Discussing online naming devices, we should mention the long discussion of researchers between using real names or pseudonyms online. Users are keen on using their
real names, as some of the world’s leading networking sites are pointing towards this
direction, such as Facebook, Google, and LinkedIn [15]. Although this trend was not
common during the early days of the internet, it has become extremely popular. Sharing
photographs is another common practice among SM users, who upload enormous amounts
of information [18]. Sharing pictures and videos is estimated to increase continuously
as technology and SM grow [3]. In particular, users tend to share a desirable image of
themselves [71], so they upload photos with positive (idealized) depictions, without any
negative images [18,48].
In extreme cases, such as the “catfish”, users represent themselves in totally false
identities for several reasons [18]. Alternatively, some users may opt for neutral depictions,
such as pictures of flowers, landscapes, or cartoons, when choosing their profile picture [46].
Another famous practice is to share videos, which are much more descriptive than sharing
photographs (a combination of image, motion, and sound) [40,45,72].
Photographs’ power of representation is one of the major findings of Table 1, as all
five attributes of SI can be communicated. Disclosed SA through photographs can trigger
privacy implications which should be investigated, focusing on the social aspects of SSE.
Gender discloses information about the user’s Face. It can also be revealed through
one’s relationship status and sexual identity or orientation [13,35,48,65,69,73–75]. For
example, Tinder, a location-based real-time dating application, uses mobile media services
for communicative purposes among people who are interested in meeting new potential
partners [65]. However, combining gender and location can trigger neighborhood attacks.
Neighborhood attacks signify the access of third parties to a user’s friend account, and the
susceptibility of the user to targeting, surveillance, or re-identification [14].
Users’ Faces can be revealed through age groups or their exact birthdate. Except for
direct unveiling, users reveal information about their age covertly, via school information
(combined age and place of origin) [48,69,75]. Another common practice is to share their
year of graduation [74].
Face, Frame, and Stage can be assumed by having access to users’ demographics.
These include addresses or permanent places of residence, hometowns [3,45,69,74,75], high
schools [45], zip codes [69,75], countries [69,75] and regions [72,76].
Face, Frame, and Stage can be extracted by users’ contact information, through Email
addresses [10,48,69,74,75] or phone numbers [3,19,45,48,69,75]. The email address is more
prone to disclose users’ SA than a phone number, as it can contain real names, age, birthdate, workplace, or address if a professional email is used. Phone numbers may disclose
geographical information through regional codes.
Education, affiliations, or a user’s job are other important attributes for when users
want to represent themselves on SM. These attributes represent the second most important
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finding in our paper, as they can disclose all five domains of SI. Institutional affiliations
carry a plethora of implied conclusions about the user [18,35,48,60,74]. Status and role
appear as “a collection of rights and duties” [19] (p. 164). According to this point of view,
“husband”, “professor”, “employee”, or “friend” are statuses, which carry certain roles,
social norms, or behaviors [19,26]. A common practice among academics is to use SM
applications to post about their research to engage researchers of similar subjects [18]. Users
disclose Face, Stage, and Activity in one post. Educational background and occupation are
susceptible to making mutual assumptions about the existing or future groups of interests
of users’ CVs, and they can be linked to marking social class or drawing inferences about
their tastes [77].
Face, Time, Stage, and Activity or Performance can be drawn from disclosing personal
websites. Disclosing personal websites can be linked to users’ common practice of linking
different SM platforms. Linking accounts provides advantages, such as better representation or easier access to platforms, yet it poses additional privacy implications due to
probable identification by malicious attackers.
Friends’ network and users’ audiences are important for representing one’s persona,
as Face, Frame, Stage, and Activity or Performance might be disclosed. SM are social
constructions and users’ identities are powerful tools for reaching audiences and conducting
social performances [39]. Friends’ networks may carry geographical connotations as far as
our close friends or the majority of our acquaintances are concerned. Users’ connections can
be quite informative while sometimes they can be used to state users’ social capital [53,74].
Users share information about their social status or social role [76] to increase their social
capital or manage the impressions of other users [24]. Users share location information
about their presence at their university not only for disclosing their geographical position
but also to gain prestige as members of the academia [73].
Sensitive information regarding national identity, race, or religious beliefs are presented on SM. National identity can unveil information about Face, Frame, Stage, and
Activity or Performance. Combining Face, Frame, and Activity is powerful enough to target
the user via disclosing religious beliefs. Religious representations, such as the burqa, can
easily be identified on a profile by a photograph post [19]. Users may reveal information
about their class, income, and political orientation or party through posting photographs,
quotes, personal beliefs, or engaging in online commenting. Face, Frame, and Activity
might be unveiled on both their and their friends’ profiles.
Another important finding of the table above relates to the revelation of all five
attributes of SI through groups of interests and hobbies. Users represent themselves by
talking, posting, or sharing information about their interests. Pushing the like button or
getting enrolled in groups and pages is another very common practice that users employ to
become acquaintances with people with shared interests.
Traffic flows, mentions, likes, and consumer-oriented options and tendencies are
descriptive of users’ preferences, as well as the brands and services that they follow [78].
Group affiliation [69,75], favorite music [13,36,69,75], favorite videos [13], favorite
films [13,36,45,74,75], favorite books [13,36,45,69,74,75], personal statements by famous
people and narrative descriptions [48,69,75,79], favorite TV shows [69,75], and opinions,
values, and ethics [40,60] are shared for the same reason.
The most revealing SA are illustrated in Figure 3. A double-check was conducted
on which and how many of the SI general domains correspond to the SA to evaluate the
aforementioned attributes on SM while putting them on an evaluative scale from the most
to the least revealing.
According to Figure 4, the most revealing SA include all five general domains of
SI, namely users’ photographs, education, occupation, personal websites, and groups of
interests. Additional privacy implications can be raised due to potential inferences when
combining them. Revelations of one of them or of a combination of them lead to additional
inferences, increasing users’ identification while imposing privacy implications.
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Table 3. SI Domains, Attributes, Variables, and Identified Disclosures on Social Media.
Social Identity
Domains

Social Attributes on SM

Variables

Identified Disclosures

user’s name,
nickname,
profile picture,
gender,
age,
address or residence,
education, affiliations, job,
personal website,
friends’ network,
national or religious identity,
class or income,
groups of interests and hobbies

Name,
Gender,
Nationality, Membership,
Education,
Sexual
orientation

actual name (John),
gender (M/F),
a photograph of the user,
membership in a specific
group

user’s photograph,
address or residence,
contact information (email and phone
number),
affiliations, job,
friends’ network,
national identity,
group of interests

Neighborhood,
City,
Municipality

exact spatial information (x, y),
landmark,
hashtags,
use of a photograph of the
place

Time

photographs,
education, affiliations, job,
user’s website,
groups of interests

Hours, Minutes, Day,
Week,
Month

exact temporal information
(hh:mm:ss),
use of hashtags,
use of a photograph with light
depiction

Stage

user’s photograph,
address or residence,
contact information (email and phone
number),
Education, affiliations, job,
friends’ network,
national identity,
user’s website,
group of interests

Combination of both the
Frame and the Time Social
Attributes

combination of both the
Frame and the Time Expected
Ways of Disclosure on SM

Activity or
Performance

nickname,
photographs,
education, affiliations, job,
user’s personal website,
friends’ network,
national or religious identity,
class, income, or political orientation,
groups of interest and hobbies

Activity,
Occupation

exact activity,
use of hashtag,
exact occupation,
use of a photograph doing an
activity

Face

Frame

The list is extracted by creating wider branches of the SM variables, while the identified disclosures were collected from our previous work [21,81,82] and supplementary
bibliography on the field which was used for carrying out our bibliographical review earlier
in this paper. More precisely, Table 3 presents the five umbrella social identity domains
on its first column, namely Face, Frame, Time, Stage, and Activity or Performance. In the
second column, the 18 users’ social attributes on social media are sorted based on the five
social identity domains. The third column assists in the categorization of the 18 users’ social
attributes on SM to variables which could be used as descriptions on SM while users opt to
represent parts of their online identity. The last column of the table illustrates the potential
identified disclosures as examples of representation by an actual user of social media in
order to quantify social attributes as a future pointer when designing appropriate tools for
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measuring users’ social attributes. The level of the granularity of the examples varies based
on the preferred level of disclosure on behalf of the user on SM.
Users reveal different degrees of granularity of their SI attributes to represent themselves. The most general domain appears in the first column. The higher the degree of the
granularity of the information, the more precise the representation of the user. Therefore,
the more precise the representation of the user, the more attributes should be filled in the
SM profile. These attributes summarize all the possible blanks which users have to complete before representing their online personas. Column 2 represents the attribute-oriented
version of social domains, and it includes the respective number of the 18 SA (presented
in Section 4). Column 3 turns the findings of SA into variables before observing potential
ways of personal information disclosure on behalf of the user. Column 4 functions as
a facilitator for our future steps, upon designing the necessary tools for conducting the
qualitative analysis of our research.
In a nutshell, including SA from an attribute-oriented point of view enabled our
analysis to proceed in observing and recording the expected ways of disclosing personal
information to illustrate parts of users’ digital identities.
6. Conclusions
6.1. General Remarks
Cloud computing services, such SM, generate new and different flows of information, designating users and affecting how users are self-identified, as well as how others
determine them, as complex digital postmodern subjects. Such internal and external identity transformations respectively impact users’ privacy management, which is integrally
interrelated to the integrity of their identity information, as a self- or socio-constructed
series of connected and coherent pieces of information (Wachter, 2018). Users of all ages
represent themselves both intentionally, via the necessary procedures of self-determination
and self-disclosure [57,58], and unintentionally through SA combination inferences [26,79].
Thus, online identities are shaped due to SM omnipresence imposing further privacy implications within them. Accordingly, software engineers need to be provided with more
sufficient tools and methodologies in setting privacy requirements from qualitative data
to ensure the optimal design of privacy-aware software systems [78]. Despite the fact
that several privacy-enhancing technologies have been developed, the need for a more
socio-technical-oriented addressing of identity management within SM has emerged due
to the challenges that are related to the accessibility, scalability, and linkability of users’
personal information among systems and services. Consequently, an essential challenge for
developers and engineers is to provide technical mechanisms that enable both interoperability among systems and services as well as common meanings among users and systems,
considering users’ social needs and behaviors. These should serve users’ preferences for
privacy needs.
Even though identity and its management are central issues within SM, previous literature has not yet adequately categorized which identity characteristics and attributes, (Faces,
Time) and in which context (Frame, Stage), determine users’ behaviors and lead to privacy
implications simultaneously. In this regard, the conducted review, drawing on previous
literature, identified joint identity characteristics and defined the 18 SA, which not only
enable online representations, but also lead to several privacy implications. Understanding
the relationships among the social domains, the SA, and social variables in the process of
users’ representation is crucial to further gain insight into the social aspects imposing privacy implications that should be dealt when designing privacy-aware information systems.
Taking into account these SA, developers can provide users with different approaches to
protect their subjective privacy preferences, deriving from their self-determination and
self-disclosure within SM. Such future steps may concern the designing of a qualitative
tool for gathering users’ data and a geolocation case study scenario, supporting users’ need
for realistic depictions [13,30,31,47], so as to ensure their privacy through more socially
oriented identity management techniques.
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6.2. Limitations and Future Work
Last but not least, it is important to note the limitations of the paper in this subsection
of the paper. More precisely, user restriction in filling predefined fields while completing
their profiles could have led to restricting the SA of our analysis, creating a limitation to
the paper. However, to address this limitation, we extracted SA from research papers on
attributes, scales, variables, attributes, users’ concerns, privacy risks, and strategies that
combined SA and information disclosure on SM. Combining different research papers,
we were able to collect users’ attributes that might be represented by uploaded content
on users’ social media accounts, except those that were uploaded using the predefined
fields of social media platforms. This content can represent parts of users’ online personas
in multiple ways which should also be explored. Users’ sensitive information is vital
to be included as important parts of online identities. Our future steps will also point
towards proposing possible ways of handling users’ more sensitive attributes. After listing
users’ 18 SA, researchers will incorporate these attributes in an upcoming tool, intending
to better understand and address these kinds of attributes when designing privacy-aware
information systems.
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